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The CHS Myrtle Grove Terminal is part of a global network of terminals owned by CHS, which includes strategically 
located U.S. export terminals as well as river terminals. We are proud to provide a competitive bid to local farmers and 
co-ops/elevators, and to supply the export markets with high-quality grain and grain products from the United States.

Located 25 miles south of New Orleans, this is the first terminal on the river, which offers logistical 
advantages including less river traffic and shorter travel for seagoing vessels.

As part of its continuous improvement, CHS has initiated a major renovation and expansion  
project that will allow the terminal to safely move 30% more bushels of grain in less time to  
meet increasing global demand.
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CHS proudly supports many industry trade organizations

Dedicated to safety, quality and efficiency

What sets CHS apart: 
•  World-class risk and supply chain management 

•  Long-standing global customer relationships 

•  Global grain origination capabilities to supply quality crops year-round

•  Identity-preserved, contract production partnerships that create new markets

•  Unique connection to growers and country elevators

As North America’s leading farmer-owned cooperative, CHS is uniquely positioned to serve 
growing global demand for high-quality grain.

CHS moves more than two billion bushels annually through its network of river, rail and export 
terminals. We value integrity and building long-term partnerships, and we strive to provide 
innovative solutions. All employees at the Myrtle Grove facility are trained in Lean operating 
principles for continuous improvement.

Ongoing infrastructure investments and upgrades help us continually move grain to world 
markets with greater speed and efficiency. CHS is also a global leader in marketing distillers 
dried grains with solubles (DDGs) and fertilizer sourcing – which helps us achieve efficiencies 
that benefit all of our customers. 
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•  The terminal expansion project will add six 
new shipping bins, bringing the total shipping 
bin storage capacity to 850,000 bushels.

•  Other upgrades include a new bulk weighing 
and grading system, a new dock and barge 
unloading system, conveyance to the 
main elevator structure, and independent 
conveyance for vessel loading that will allow 
two vessels to be loaded simultaneously, 
each with a different commodity – saving 
time and ensuring nothing delays the loading 
of customers’ ships.

•  Once expansion is completed, this 
strategically located asset will help  
CHS execute exports with increased  
precision and will support volume growth  
to benefit the entire supply chain.

$73 million renovation and expansion project

new silos

580,000 
Six

bushels of grain

New bulk weighing and 
grading system with 

3 grain flows to 
ensure quality meets 
customer specs

New dock and loading system with

35,000   
bu. per hour  
capacity

Target 
completion 
date: Summer

2023

Advanced safety features include

242

Concrete pilings to support 
the bins require drilling 

holes, each

83 feet deep

35 infrared cameras + sensors, robotics 

& drones to monitor 30-acre site

for additional


